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Our purpose is to provide an approach to individualizing mathe-
matics learning exper iences for adults . 
Education is considered communication and the curriculum is the 
agenda. Determin.lng the agenda is an important part of communicating. 
Being part of the developme nt will more likely result in effective appli -
cation. To facilitate applica tion, it is suggested that the instructor and 
instructor- trainer become involved in the c u rriculum development acti.v-
ities. 
Ralph Tyler's rationale for curriculum development may be summarized 
as follows: 
1. Face the question of objectives or purposes . 
2. Incorporate evaluation . 
3. Select experiences for the learner . 
4. Organize the experiences in a way that they can be us eful and 
brought into the situation so the learner can confront them. 
5. Diagnosis of the need to recognize the kinds of experiences 
appropriate for a learner- group and an individual le-arner. 
Si nce we are concerned with individualizing learni ng , there are 
some components to be incorporated into our mathematics program . 
These components include the following: 
iii 
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1 • Concept/ s kil 1 directed 
2. Pretest (diagnos i s) 
3. Performance stated tasks in student terms 
4. Minimal performa nce standa rds 
5. Opportunity to recycle or redirect 
6. Choice of activities 
7. Choice of resources 
8 . Self- eva luation 
9 . Post- test (evaluate) 
10 . Opportunity to question (depth or enrich) 
The training of functioning instructors in individualiz ing basic mathe--
m-Jtlcs is trt:cJted he.rP. by considering three curriculum activities. 
l . The tredtmm1t of c urriculum content for the learner is considerec 
in what is caned ·. Developing a Mathematics Skills Continuum . 
'2 . D(•tpnnin,,1 i c11 of J0arncr current learning level and the evaluation 
of his succE?SS with prescribed learning experiences are developed 
rn the seg mE"mt cmt.ltled: Pe rforming Diagnosis and Evaluation . 
3. Curriculum aspects involving operations with the learner are con-
sirlc:rf!d in tlw SE"-,Ction: Providing for Instruction and Lea rning . 
/\s Wf? prepnus pJ..rns , do s o with the idea in mind that they are dy-· 
namic- - wi!J be modif 10ct cJS Wf• c hange our purpose and obtain information 
we did not hdvc: whnn 11 w-1s concdved . 
DEVELOPING A MATHEMATICS SKILL CONTINUUM 
Identlf ying the Scope 
Mathematics Program Purpose 
The scope of the basic adult mathema tics curriculum will be de ter-
m med by the purpose assigned to it. A statement of purpose will focus 
attention on the essentia l. Effective design depends upon what is con-
sidered important or intended. 
Determining the Content Range 
The range within which the curri culum activity is to be performed 
may be more adequately determined with the guidance of the statement 
of purpose. Entry and terminal levels, as well as the basic concepts 
and skills to be included , are the next considerations . 
E:itry and Terminal Levels - In most adult basic programs, consid-
eration must be given for the student that requires entrance into the 
program at the ''nc knowledge" level. The "no knowledge" adult 
student, of course, is not a reality, but some are not far beyond 
this in some of the ma the ma tics skills. 
Provision for the needs of every student is necessary in an 
individualized program. This will require that some preparation be 
made fer relatively low level entrance req uirements of some students. 
1 
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If the program purpose does no t specify or infer an entry level , 
it is best to ass ume a :1ear "no Knowledge" entry level requirement. 
This would be particula rly desirable when planning the ba sic ma th-
ematics program for adults . 
The terminal leve l i s a variable requirement when considering 
individual students . For program design, however, the uppermos t 
level required for a studer.t will be tl::e one needed . This aga in is 
either specified or inf erred by the program purpose . 
Frequently, the basic mathema tics program s are for GED prep-
aration or its cquivaler,ce . Jr· sucl-i cases, it would seem appropriate 
that the mathematics content of the basic h igh school program be the 
terminal level for the adult ma thematics program. 
Basic Concepts and Skil l s - The three general categories of ma th -
ematics skills to be developed are concepts, computation, and 
applications. Matrematics textbooks, instructional guides, inst ruc-
tional sys terns , a nd the like provide many examples of means for 
developing these geP.eral categories. 
These instructional systems (or whatever they may be called) 
a re contemporary expressions of the historica l deve lopment by 
ma the ma ticians and educators . 
It behooves us to re view those sys tems a vailab le to us a nd us e 
them in the development of ou• program . From a pra ctica 1 point of 
view , i t is advisable that we use what we have and a dap t our 
re s ources to our requirerr.er ts in a rr.a:1:-·er tr.at we a r e capable of 
executing. 
Desig:1~tinc and Structuring the Units 
Followi.ng the determination of s co i::,e and con tent range i s the ta s k 
of ider,tifying the units An ider tificaticn system s hould be useful or 
func tional. The functi0r.:ii classificaU.0n system provides for such t hings 
as : arrangement of ski!ls ar.d ,~c;,·~epts !r, ord~r of difficulty, is easi ly 
understood by ~nstnic tus: rr.~K•2s dcs!:>iLcatio: cf materials simple; 
allows for modification; a;-id any c tl.i.::rs de.;!reci by the particu!ar planning 
group . 
Area/Leve l Classification System 
It is recommended tha t sor:1.e type of a rea /ievel class ifica tion 
sys te m be used. 
The area/leve l classification system organizes mathe matics s kills 
into areas that de s c ribe the content a r.d into levels that identify the 
di ffic ulty . 
Desired i s a sequencing cf a reas according to difficult y with the 
degree of difficult y inc reasing as one proceeds from one area to the 
next . In figure 1 below , Area II, for example, i s of gre ater difficulty 















B C D etc. 
I 
Figure 1 
Levels of difficulty in the classification system provide a sequence 
of skills within an area. Level A in Area I in Figure 1 contains the 
lowest level skills for that area. Leve 1 B would contain the next higher 
level skills . 
A unit in this system of classification is the skill group in a par-
ticular level for one of the areas . An example of a unit in Figure 1 i s 
Area II, Level C . Within the unit (skill group) the skills are arranged 
in order of d ifficulty. Selection and ordering of these skills a re con-
s idered later. 
Four examples of area titles that have been used in mathema tics 
programs are provided for guidance in decision ma king . 
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Individual Project LOOKING AHEAD 
!i Curriculum Guide i!l._Adult Basic Education 
Fed e ra 1 City College , D . C. 
General Mathematics 
1 . Numerica 1 Systems 
2. Basic Operations and their Properties 
3. Word Problem Solvi ng Technique 
4. Number Patterns 
5. Basic Operations with Fractions 
6 . Decimals --Relationships to Basic Operations 
7 . Renaming Fractions to Decima ls 
8 . Per Cent of Increase or Decrease (Socia 1 Application of Per Cent) 
9. Simple and Compound Interest 
10. Metric Geometry 
11 • Indirect Measurement and Square Root 
12 . Algebra 
13 . Development of a Select ed Vocabulary 
6 
fl Guide for Conceptual Developmen t of Mathematical Curricula for 
Undereducated Adults 
North Carolina State University 
1 . The Ba sis for Quantification 
2 . Writing Mathematical Statements 
3 . Addition and Subtra ction Concepts 
4. Addition and Subtra ction Algorithms 
S . Multipl ication and Division Concepts 
6 . Multiplication and Divi sion Algorithms 
7. Rationa l Numbers - Fractions 
8 . Operations with Fractions 
9. Rational Number s - Decimals 
10. Operations with Decimal s 
11 . Ratio and Propor tion 
12 . Percentage 
Instructional Objectives Exchange 
P. 0. Box 2 4 09 5 
Los Angeles, California 90024 
1. Sets 
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2. Numbers, Numerals, and Numera tion Syste ms 
3. Operations and Their Properties 
4 . Measurement 
5. Per Cents 
6. Geometry 
7 . Probability and Sta tis tic s 
8. Applications, Problem Solving 
9 . Relations, Functions, and Graphs 
10 . Mathematica 1 Sentences--Order, Logi c 
Behavioral Objectives : A Guide to Individualiz ing Lea rning 
Westinghouse Leaming Press 
1. Analysis of Number and Sys tern 
2. Operations : Numerica 1 and Algebra ic 
3. Operations: Graphics 
4 . Geometry 
5. Measurement and Probability 
6. Sets and Logic 
7. Problem Solving 
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ten components of our numeration system. The following is a list of the 
concepts and skills needed for number/numeration. 
Absolute Value of Number 
The absolute value of a number is its value without regard to the 
sign. It is sometimes called the numerical value. 
The absolute value of +5 is the same as the absolute value of 
-5. Absolute value of a number is indicated by the following symbol: 
i +s I = l-51 
Thinking in terms of the number scale, the absolute value refers to 
the distance from zero. The two numbers +5 and -5 are the same 
distance from zero. 
Aggregation 
Symbols for aggregation are: 
Parentheses 
Brackets [ ] 
Braces 
Algebraic Expressions 
(a + b) 
[a + b] 
Factors: 3.x-y has one set of factors, 3x and y . 
Prime factors: 3xy has the prime factors 3, x, and y. 
Coefficient: Coefficient means two numbers are efficient 
together in forming the product. 
10 
3x is the coefficient of y 
y is the coefficient of 3x 
3 is the coefficient of xy 
x is the coefficient of 3y 
xy is the coefficient of 3 
3y is the coefficient of x 
3 , x, and y are the factors of the product 3xy. 
A term: A term is any algebraic expression not separated within 
itself by a plus or minus sign . A term consists only of factors. 
3xy, Sxyz, - 2a 2bc 
Similar or like terms: Similar or like terms are exactly a like in 
their letter or literal parts. 
2 2 2 , 4xy, 2xy, -7xy 
Unlike or dissimilar terms: Unlike or dissimilar terms are terms 
that are not exactly a like in their letter or literal parts. 
2 2 
4xy ) , -7x 1Y, 2xy 
Cardinal Number 
It tells how many (one, two, three .•• ) • 
Composite Numbers 
An integer that has more than two factors , those integers that 
a re not prime. 
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Constant 
A number whose value is assumed to remain the same in a 
given problem. 
Counting 
Three aspects of learning to count: 
1. Learning the ordered sequence of number names. 
2. Learning to place number names in the correct order, 
in one-to-one correspondence with the objects to 
be counted. 
3. Learning to assess the significance of step 2 (Where 
the terminal number of his count is relative to the rest 
of the sequence) • 
One-to-one correspondence: The existence of exactly one 
member of a group to pair with each member in another group. 
It invol ves a reference set comparison. 








the reference set 
Exampl e: The number of people in a room., 
Measurement is approximate; 
Exampl e : The weight of the people in the room . 
Counting is infinite: There is always one larger whole positive 
number than the largest one we consider. 
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Some counting skill s to develop : 
Skill 1: Counting as an amount plt.:s 1 (to 10) 
Skill 2 : Counting by groups of ten: 
Sk ill 3: Counting 1 ten plus 1 
1 ten plus 2 




Skill 4 : Multiple counting : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
2 4 6 8 10 12 ~4 16 18 20 
3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 
etc . , through 9 's 
Decimal s 
Decimal s are a special grou;;J of cor..rr.on fractions whose denomi-










Mix e d decimal: a number consisting of a whole m.:.mber and a 
decimal frac tion . 
Cha ng ing commor.. fractions to decimals: 
Even decimal: ¼ =- • 2 5 
Repeating decimal: 1/3 = . 33330 • • 
Common fractions and decimal equi valents: 
All rational numbers are e ither tenninating or repeating decimals. 
Terminating decimal is written .176 3 
. 1763 ... indicates the decimal i s endless . 
• 1763 o. . indicates an endless decimal repeating digits 6 , 3 . 
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Equations 
An equation is a statement of equality between two equal quan-
tities. 
Kinds of equations : 
1. Identities: An equation that i s true for all val ue s of the 
l etter used. 
3x + 4x = 7x or 3x + 4 = 7x 
2 . Conditional equations : An equation that is true for only 
some particular value or values o f the l e tter u sed . 
2x + 3 = 7 
Root of an equation: The root or solution of the equation is the 
value or values for the l e tter that mak es the equation true. 
2x + 3 = 7 
X = 2 2 is a root 
Indeterminate equations : An equa tion in which the numerical 
value of one of the letters cannot be determined without affecting or 
being affected by the othe r letter value , is c alle d an indeterminate 
equation . 
X + y = 10 
If x = 4, then y = 6 
the pair may be written (4, 6) 
x and y are called variabl es 
One of the variabl es is dependent 
upon the other in regard to value . 










7 . 5 
15 
The variabl e that is assigned a value i s called the independent 
variabl e and the other is then the dependent variable . 
Systems of Equatior:s: 
Two un'kncwns : xty-=11 
Only one _pa.i.r 0! values s~t1sh~3 :h<J conditions of both 
equations. In this cs.se .x :.:: 7 y = 4 (7 t 4) 
and are the solutions to t~e sy·5tem. 
Error 
Three unkr:ov,;n.::;: 2 X + 5 y .1, 3 2 = 7 
:><: - :y + 5z = 15 
3.x - y -- z ::::. 8 
Second Degree EqL•at .. ons: (Quad,atic I:quat:i.on) 
An equaUon cor:tJ:!.mr.g the SE·cor.·J £-;OWl':!r o: an unknown. 
Gene~al fo:'1:: : 
') 
a.x~ + bx -+ c -'- 0 
Pure qua.drn::ic: Wher. o =-· 0 and there 1s no x tenn , the 
gene:rn.1 torn~ jecor(:es 0.-.:2 + c ::.: O 
Third degree equat10r..: (Cu.tic Aqu.=tt10n) 
~ ') 
Example: x:i + 5:<"' + 3.x - 4 -= 0 
Foutth degree N{i..idtion: (Ot..ai tic eqLla-tion) 
Example: y 4 - 7y3 + 3y "- 0 
Fifth de9re0 equation: 
Ex.=un p],...., : x 5 - ox3 + 4x + 3 -= O 
and x t erms. 
Ab sol ute error is onc~-h;:1~t 01 the (.;r:iall~)sr ;..init of measure . 
Example: 3 1/8 lnchr1s 
1/2 of !/8 inch -- J./16 inc}) (absolute error) 
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Relative error is the ratio of the absol ute error to the measurement. 





= 1/ 50 (rel ative error) 
Per cent of error is 100 times the rel ative error . 
100 
Example: 1/50 x 100 = ~ = 2 (2%) 
Exact and Approximate Use of Number 
Exactness and approximateness refers to the use of number rather 
than something inherent in the number . 
i.e.: . 66 and 2/3 
2/3 is approximately • 66 if the quantit y is . 66 . 
. 66 is approximately 2/3 if the quantity i s 2/3 . 
Expanded Notation 
46 = 4 ten s + 6 ones = 40 + 6 
Exponential Notation 
3 , 528 = 3 X 10 3 + 5 X 10 2 + 2 X 10 1 + 8 X lQQ 
Exponents 
The exponent zero: 
3 . 3 
X - X • 





/, X 2-, x3 == X 2+3 
3- 3 0 = X = X then x0 = 1 
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Fraction 
A frac tion is a part of a whole number. 
1 (numerator) enumerates; counts 
4 (denominator) denomina tes; names 
Proper fraction 1/ 4 (less than 1) 
improper fraction 4/3 (greater than 1) 
mixed number 4 1/2 
form of 
fractions 
Change the form of fractions: Improper to who le or mixed number. 
Whole number into improper. Mixed into improper . 
Equival ent fractions: Simplifying fractions (reducing fractions) 
(changing to lower t erms) 
Example: 20 = 4 
25 5 
20 -:- / 5 
= 
25 - 5 . 
Changing to highe r terms: 
Example : 2 x 2 






Function involves the idea of depende nce . Whe n one variable 
is dependent on another we say the fir s t variable is a function of 
the second variable . In the example below y is a func tion of x . 
y = 2x + 3 
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Integer. 
An integer is a whole number. 
Literal Numbers (general numbers) 
Literal numbers or general numbers are l e tters of the alphabet 
tha t are used to represent numbers. 
x + y = z (literal numbers) 
Monomial 
A monomial is an algebraic expression consisting of only one term . 
3xy, -5mn2o (See algebraic expressions) 
Negative Numbers 




-<, I ' I I - I ' f f f ' I ~ - 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
"'---/ 
-t- .s-
When numbers are considered as positive or negative numbers, 
they a re called s igned numbers . A number that has no sign before it 
is considered positive . 
When the signs "-" and "+" are used to indicate positive and 





Notation is a system of symbols denoting quantities, operations , 
Notation of s ubgroups . For S there are: 
2 + 2 + 1, 2 + 3 I 4 + 1, etc. 
The number system has the following characteristics: 
Positional (in ordered sequence O through 9) 
Decimal (the tenness) 
Place Value (sum of groups) 
The symbol~ us ed for numbers are called digits and include: 
1 , 2, 3 , 4, S , 6 , 7, 8, 9 , and 0 
Number 
Number is an abstraction. Cardinal number S is a property 
common to all group s of things that have the same number of e lements 
as the number of fingers on the normal human hand. 
The word "five" i s a name for a number. 
S , V, NiJ are symbols to represent a number. They ar e numeral s. 
Number Names 





Whole numbers: 3 , 25 1,628,305 (three billion , two hundred 
fifty.one million , six hundred twenty-eight thousand , three hundred 
five) 
Whole Numbers Fractions 
(/) (/) (/) (/) (/) (/) (/) (/) (/) (/) (/) (/) 'U (/) C: C: C: -c 'U 'U C: ...... 
~ 
,c ..c: C: C: C: C: Q) Q) ..... 0 0 0 1-, C: 'rj ...... 0 ..... ..... ..... <O <O l'O 'U H 'U ..... ..... ..... ..... (/) (/) (/) ::::, Q) Q) C: ...... C: - - - ..... ;:.l ::l ::l H 1-, <O ..... ..... ..... ::l ..... ~ ~ ~ 0 0 0 'U Ul co ..c: ..c: ..c: :r:: C: ::l 
H H H ::l 0 
'U C: :r:: ..c: 
Q) Q) 'U C: H 1-, H 
Q) (I) 'U 
►• E-, C: 'U 
::l C: :r:: ::l 
:r:: 
Decimal point: the separation between the whole number and the 
fraction. 
Decimal fraction: . 38 (thjr ty-e ight hundredths) 
Mixed numbers: 73. 42 (seventy-three and forty-two hundredths) 
Numeration 
Numeration is a system of number names. It is a process of 
writ ing or stating numbers in order of their size. It i s a process of 
numbering . 
Ordinal Number 
It tells which are (first, second, third .. • ) • 
Per cent. 
Per cent means "per hundred . " 6 per cent means 6 hundredths 6/100 
Per cent is a special kind of decimal with its special symbolism . 
The symbol is % • 6 per cent i s written 6% . 
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Polynomial 
A polynomial is an algebraic expression of more than one t erm . 
3x + Smn, 2 3 4bc + 6xy - x y, 
(See a lgebraic expressions) 
Powers and Roots o f Numbers 
Powers : 3 x 3 = 9 
9 is t he square of 3 or the second of 3. Use of the exponent 
to i ndicate the power. An exponent is a small number placed a t the 
r ight and a little above another number , called the base , to show 
how many times the base i s to be u sed as a factor . 
2 
3 means 3 x 3 = 9 [ (3) 
i s the base 
(2) is the exponent 
23 means 2 x 2 x 2 = 8 f'2) is the base 
(3) i s the exponent 
The exponent 3 means that three 2' s are to be multiplied together . 
8 is the third power of 2 • 
Roots: The inverse of finding the power is finding the root. 
The square root of a number is one of the two equal factors of the 
number . (4 is the square root of 16) 
The cube root of a number is o ne of the three equal factors of the 
number. (3 is the cube root of 27) 




radicand: the number under the 
radical sign (81) 
index: the root to be found (2) 
A perfect square is a number whose square root can be stated 
exactly as a fraction or whole number . 
A number that cannot be expressed as a whole number or as a 
common fraction is called an irrational number. 
Prime Numbers 
An integer that has exactly two factors. 
Examples : 2, 3, 5, 7, 11; etc. 
Proportion 
A statement of equality petween two equal ratios is called a 
proportion. 
5 ft . 15 ft. = 7 ft. 21 ft. 
5 ft. = 7 ft. 





A comparison by division between two like quantities is a ratio 
between the two quantities . 
Compare 12 feet and 9 fee t 
12 feet 9 feet 
4 
= 3 
Note that the a nswer has no denomina tion. It is a pure number . 
A ratio i s indicated by a colon ( : ) • 
12 ft. 9 ft . = 
12 ft. 4 
9 ft . 3 
== 
Reciprocal of a Number 
A reciprocal is the result of 1 divided by the number. 
reciprocal of 6 is 1 --;- 6 = 1 
6 
reciprocal o f a is 1 + a = 1 
a 
Rounding Off Numbers 
Keep only s ignificant digits. 
1. If first digit dropped is less than 5, then the last 
digit kept is left as is. 
2. If the first digit dropped is larger than S , then the 
last digit kept is increased by 1. 
3 . If the digit dropped i s exactly 5 , followed only by 
zeroe;;, then: apply a rule of the field you are working . 
In busine ss: round upward . 
In mathematic s: 
if last digit kept is even , have it remain . 
if last digit kept i s odd , increase it one . 
23 
Scie ntific Notation 
7 ~ exponent (superscript) (power) 




A set is a collection of objects. Individual members of the set 
are called elements . Braces are used to enclose the e l ements of a 
set [ ] . b €. A expresses "b is an e lement of set A." 
Types of sets: 
1. Empty or null set: This is a set containing no e lements. 
It i s designated by the Greek letter phi <P or by empty 
braces [ S . 
2 . Overlapping sets : Sets that have some elements in 
common . 
3 . Disjoint sets: Sets h aving no el ement in common . 
4. Subsets: One set is a subset of another if all the ele-
ments of the first set are contained within the second set . 
It is expressed: A is a subset of B. 
Symbolism: A C:: B 
5 . Universal ret: The set which has the totality of elements 
under discussion as its members . 
Symbol: U 
The c omplement of set A is the new set of all things under dis-
cussion that a re not in A. Symbol: A' 
Standard Position 
1. 32 X 10 8 = 132,000 ,000 
1. 6 X 10-6 = . 0000016 
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Trinomial 
A trinomial i s an algebraic expression of three terms. 
3mn + 5km - 2x2yc (See Algebraic Expressions) 
Variable 
A number that may change or take on different values in a problem . 
In the equation 2x + 7y = 48 
x and y are variables; 2 , 7, and 48 a re constants . 
In the formula 
4 
V = - 'r( r 3 
3 
V and r a re variables; 4, 3, and '1T are constants. 
Variation 
If variabl es are interdependent, the one variable changes or 
varies w ith c ha nges in the other. 
Direct varia t ion: One quantity varies directly as another 
quantit y when the first is equal to a constant t imes the second . 
y = Kx 
Joint varia tion: One quantity varies jointly when it depends on 
the product of two or more other variables. x = Kyz 
Inverse variation: y = K 
X 
Zero (0) 
Zero h as three roles : 
1. Place holder (makes 23 different from 203). 
2 . Quantitative (the number of e l ements in an empty set). 
3. An arbitrary point of reference on a directed scal e . 
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Operations 
Mathematical operations involve a major emphasis on conceptual 
bases for a process or algorithm. 
An operation should begin with counting. Each terminal objective 
should be related to a concrete counting operation . 
The development of operational skills stresses the "combined" 
learning of addition and subtract ion. Subtracti on istreated as the 
inverse or undoing operation of addition. 
Multiplication and division are treated as inverse operations . 
Multi pl ication is related to addition as a group addition operation and 
the repeated subt raction conceptis encountered in division. 
Improvement of learner computational facility is improved in a 
shorter period of time with the combined opera tions approach. Thi s 
is possible because the basic facts used in computation may be 
learned together as inverse operations. Early introduction of the 
additive identity (o), the "one more counting pattern," and the com-
mutative proper ty of addition reduces the number of basic addition 
facts to be learned . 
Likewise, early introduction of the multiplicative identity (1), 
the multiplicative property of zero, and the commutative property of 
multiplication reduces the number of basic multiplication facts to be 
learned. 
The treatment of topics like fractions, decimals, a:r..d per cents 
is made within the Number/Numeration and Operations areas. This 
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provides the learner with a smooth , logica l flow from one algorithm 
t o another by building upon t he similarities involved. 







Addition: (indicated by a + s ign) 
Addition is combining g roups into a single group . 
addends: numbers that are added t ogether 
sum : resul t of added numbers 
commutative law for addition: 
5 + 3 or 3 + 5 
a+b=b+a 
associative law for addition: 
5 + 3 + 7 
8 + 7 = 15 or 
5 + 10 = 15 
(a + b) + c = a + (b + c ) 
Addition of Fractions: 





fractions with unlike deno minators a + £ 
b d 




Addition Number Facts : 
Use O through 9 number facts . Establish the commutative 
property of addition before learning the number facts. 
Addition Algorithm: 










+ 235 = 
398 = 
293 = 
+ 164 = 
457 = 
a number + 1 concept 
one digit numbers 
two digit numbers + one dig it (without carrying) 
two digit numbers (without carrying) 
t wo digit number + one digit number (carrying) 
two digit number + two digit (carrying) 
column addition 
multiple digits 
1 hundred + 6 tens + 3 ones 
2 hundred + 3 tens + 5 ones 
3 hundred + 9 tens + 8 ones 
2 hundred + 9 tens + 3 ones 
1 hundred + 6 tens + 4 ones 
3 hundred +15 tens + 7 ones 
regrouping: 
10 tens = 1 hundred 





Addition and Subtraction of Decimals.;.. 




















-~ 1 + 5 + 7 + 2 + 1 = 
10 + 20 + 20 = 
= 
(subtraction of like place value groups) 
129.346 
- 81. 183 
48. 163 
Additon of Signed Number§: 
a +(- b)= (-b) +a =a -b ifa > b 
a + (-b) = (-b) + a = -(b-a) if b > a 
(- a)+ (-b) = - (a+ b) 
Invers e s: 
shown by 












Subtraction: (inverse operation of addition) 
a ~ minuend 
~ subtrahend ~ i c ~ difference or remainder 
operationa l symbol 
Three Concepts of Subtraction: 
1. comparison 
How many more i s 9 than 3? (9-3=6) 
2 . take-away 
How many are left? (7-4=3) 
3 . missing addend 
How many more are needed? 
(Stress No. 3 since you may use what was learned in addition to 
greater advantage in learning number facts and speeding 
computation) 
Subtraction Facts : 
To use the addition number facts to learn subtraction facts is 
the most economical of time. In realit y you will not learn a set 
of subtracti on facts if you treat each subtraction as f inding a 




or 6 - 3 = 




- 342 = 
8 hundreds + 7 tens + 6 ones 
3 hundreds + 4 tens + 2 ones 
5 hundreds + 3 tens + 4 ones 
837 = 8 hundreds + 3 tens + 7 ones 
- 259 = 2 hundreds + 5 tens + 9 ones 
regrouping: (Stress additive decomposition) 
8 hundreds + 2 tens + 17 ones 
- 2 hundreds + 5 tens -1 9 ones 
8 ones 
regrouping: 
7 hundreds + 12 tens + 17 ones 
- 2 hundreds + 5 tens + 9 ones 




Different types of Subtraction Algorithms: 
1. take -·away = decomposition 83 = 
-46 = 
2. take -away= equa l addition 83 = 
- _i§_ = 
3. additive = decomposition think: 
80 + 3 
40 + 6 
70 + 13 
- 40 + 6 
80 + 3 
40 + 6 
80 + 13 
- 50 + 6 
6 +? = 13 
40 + ? = 70 
4. additive = equa 1 addition think: 
6 + ? = 13 
5 0 + ? = 80 
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Subtraction of Si<rnect Number~: 
Review the following sequence . 
3 - (-3) = 6 
3 - (-2) = 5 
3-(-1) =4 
Begin here and work down . 
3 - 0 = 3 
3 - 1 = 2 
3 - 2 = 1 
3 - 3 = 0 
3 - 4 = -1 
3 - 5 = -2 
a - (-b) = a + b 
Return to 3 - 0 = 3 a nd work up . 
Look a t t he order of the answers . Note that subtracting a 
negative number is the same as adding the number. 
Addition and Subtraction of Fraction_s: 
Fractions with same denominators: 












Fractions with different denominators: 
l l ::; 2 1 + - -::. 
2 3 3 5 
1+ 2 5 10 3 7 = = 
6 6 6 15 15 15 
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Findi ng the lowest common denominator: 
Multiple of a numb er: A multiple of a number is exac tly 
divisible by the number. 
Common multiple: A common multi ple i s a multiple that is 
exactly divisible by each of the given numbers . 
Lowest common multiple (LCM) : This i s the smallest 
multiple that is exactly divisible by each of the numbers. 
Finding the Lowest Common Multiple (LCM) : 
1. Write the numbers as products of prime numbers. 
2. Write each of the prime factor s as many times as it is 
contained in any one of the given numbers. 
3. The LCM is the product of the prime factors listed in 
step 2. 
Example: (step one) 
(step two) 
2.2 . 2 . 3 . 3.5.5 . 7 
prime factors 
24 = 2 . 2 . 2 .3 
45 = 3 . 3 . 5 
75 = 3 . 5. 5 
210 = 2 .3.5. 7 
(step three) 
= 12,600 
Present fractions and mixe d numbers in the following order : 
1. With like denominators . 
2 . With denominators that are factors of largest denominatcr. 
3 . With denominators tha t are not factors of the larges t 
denominator. 
Addition and subtraction of Monomials 




2 feet Zxy 














Addition and subtra c tion of Polynomials 
Combine like terms. sx2 - 3xy + 2y2 
- 2x2 - 3xy + 3y2 
- X 
- Sy 
3x2 - 6xy + Sy2 - X - Sy 
Multiplication 
1. The addition of equal addends. 2 x 3 = 000 000 
2 . "Ratio to one" meaning. 2 x 3 = ? What# is 2 times 
as large as 3? 2:1 = 6:3 
Multiplication is indicated by: a. b (a) (b) axb 
a multiplicand (<.____ 
~ multiplier ~ ,.-
c product 
factors of the product 
I\/ 
(bx a = c) 
Commutative law of multi plication: a x b = b x a 
Associative law of multiplication: (a x b) x c = a x (b x c) 
Distribut ive Principle : 
4 x(S + 6) = 4 x 11 = 44 
4 x(S + 6) = (4 x 5) + (4 x 6) = 20 + 24 = 44 
a (b + c) = ab + ac 
Multiplication number facts: 
Use the 0 through 9 number facts. 
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Establish the commutative property of multiplication 
before learning the number facts . 
Multiplication Algorithm 
The multiplication algorithm depends upon the distributive 
princi ple and place va lue. 
5 x 7 = s um of five sevens 
7 + 7 + 7 + 7 + 7 = 35 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 x 31 = sum of eigh t thirty-ones 
or 
8 x (3 tens + 1 one) = (8 x 3 tens) + (8 x 1 one) 
[Eight is distributed over thirty (3 tens) and one] 
31 39 
X 8 ~ --1.§_ 
240 (8 X 30) 54 (6 X 9) 













1 , 0 14 
1 80 (2 0 X 9) 
600 (20 X 30) 
1,014 
(6 X 9) + (6 X 30) = 54 + 180 
(20 X 9) + (20 X 30) = 180 + 600 
(6 X 9) + (6 X 30) = 54 + 180 
= 4 + (SO+ 180) 
(20x9) + (20x30) = 180 + 600 





1 ,0 1 4 
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Multiplication of Decimal Fractions and Mixed Decimal s 
Introduce multiplication and division by powers of ten first. 
Example : 
2 X 100 = 2 X 10 X 10 == 200 
1. 3 X 100 == l.3xl0xl0 == 130 
1. 3 7 100 = l.37"10:-10 == .013 
1. 3 -:-- 100 = 1 1. 3 x_. x _1_ = .013 
10 
then consider the following: 
7 X , 3 == 
7 3 _  21=2 1 X TQ - l1J • 
3x . 04--=-
4 12 
3 X --- = --- = • 12 
100 100 
10 
4 24 120 2.4 X 5 .,_ 2--urX 5 ="'Tu- X 5 = -ro-= 12 
Multiplication of Signed Number s 
2x3 = 3+3 =-= 6 
axb = (b+b ..• ) ·=axb 
2 X (-3) :-=: (- 3) + (-3) == -6 
ax (- b) == (-b - b •.•.. ) == - (ax b) 
(- 2) X 3 = - (3 + 3) :::. -6 
(-a) X b = - (c + b • • • ) :=: - (a X b) 
( - 2) x (- 3) = ·-[(-3) + ( - 3 U =-= - [ - ~ = 6 
(-a) x (-b) = -((-b) + (-bll = - (- (ax bTI =ax b 
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a C ac 
oxd = bd 
Types of Computations: 
3 2 
1. A proper fraction times a proper fract ion, a s 4 x 9 
2 
2 . An integer times a proper fraction , as 3 x -
5 
2 
3. A proper fraction t i mes an integer, as 3 x 
7 
4. A mixzd number or improper fraction times an integer , 
as 33 x 7 or ; l x 7 ,, 
5. An integer times an im£roper fraction or mixed number , 
as 5 x 12- or 5 x l_ 
8 ' 8 
6. A mixed number or improper fraction times a proper 
fraction as 3 1 x 1 or l O x 1 , T T"" T -r 
7 . A proper fract_ion times
2
a mixed number or improper 
fraction, as_l_ x 2- or _l _ x--! 
7 3 7 " 
8 . A mixed number or improper fraction t imes 'f mixed 
number or improper fraction , a s 3~ x l _ or 
10 7 " 5 
- - X 
3 5 
Begln multiplication of fractions with the type two 
combinat ion (integer times a proper fract ion) . 
Exampl e: 
3 x -~ = three two - fifths 
5 
2 + 2 + 2 
s -S- T = 6 = T 1 1 "5"" 
j/ 
Introduce the type one (proper fraction times a proper -
fract10n). 
1 Exampl e: 4 
1 
X l 
By look ing at the illustration 
observe what ½ is when added 
l t ' 4 1mes . 
whole 
one half 
one fourth of one half. (1/8) 
t±_ 
( . 
L_ ____ ----· I 
. I 
,·, ' , ... _ - "' - -
From several experiences with each o f the type s shown in 
the above exampl es the discovery that the produc t of the numer-
a tors over the product of the denominators is the product of the 
fractions ord wJ-•ol e numbers or fractions. 








MultiQlying guanUtjes ex2re ssed as 2owers. 
2 3 • 22 = 2 2 ' 2 2 . 2 = 25 = 
2 5 
X ' X = (x x) (x . X • X · X • X) 
a b a+ b 
X . X = X 
Multiplica tion of monomials. 
2 2x yz 
x 3axy4 
(2) X ' X • y · Z 
(3) a • X y · y • y · y 
32 
= 
(2){3) · a · X • X · X · y • y y · y • y • Z 
X 
7 
3 5 6ax y z 
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Steps taken: 
1. Determine the sign of the product. 
2 . Multiply the numerical coefficients of the factors to get 
the numerical coefficient of the product. 
3. Multiply the literal parts by writing all literal factors and 
adding the exponents of the like literal factors. 
Multiplication of a polynomial by a monomial 
Multiply each term in the polynomial by the monomial. 
a (x 2 + 3 xy + y 2) 
2 2 ax + 3axy + ay 
Multiplication of a polynomial by a polynomial 
Multip ly each term of one polynomial by each tenn of the other 
and combin8 any lik e terms. 
(a + b) (c + d) =--· ac + ad +be + bd 
23 
--11. 
2 2 6x - xy - lSy 
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Division 
Division is to multiplication as subtraction is to addition . 
Division is the inverse operation of multiplication . 
Division is a process of determining how many times one number 
is contained in another. 
The operation s ymbol for division i s 









b / _c_ 
A fraction indicates division . -.£=c ..!. b b • 











10 I I \ ft . I I 2 /t . 
~ ---------- .....______,,, 
2 
3 
Introduce divis ion with the question: How many fours are in 
twelve ? Pictorially, t he array of 12 is divided into groups of 4 as 
shown below: 
Successful experiences with the above should be followed by 
answering the question: How many items will there be in each of 
three groups? The t otal is 12. You have the grou p of 12 and the 
40 
three groups in which to dis tribute the m. Put one item at a time in 
each group in sequence until all items are placed in a group, as 
shown below: 
~,-::-~-½~ -' ~----1"" 
x «x xxxx xxxx 
Division number facts: 
Successful experience with the above leads to presenting t he 
division facts . Actually, it is more economi ca l of time to ha ve 
a student use h is multiplication facts to s olve h is division 
rather t han learn a set of divis ion number facts . 
Example: 14 -:- 2 = 
Ask how many 2's are in 14? or 2 tiMe s what number is l4 ? 
Di vis ion algorithm 
4 
One dig it division: 2/s- 2 times what number is 8 ? 2/ 8 
(1) 2/ 84 84 = 80 + 4 2 ~ime s what number is 80 ? 
2 times what number is 4? 
_iQ_ 2 
(2) 2/ 80 (3) 2/ 4 
~ 4 
0 0 
2 X 40 = 80 2 X 2 = 4 
80 - 80 = 0 4 - 4 = 0 
40 + 2 = 42 
Combining step (2) a nd (3): 
2 (4) 2 x what number = 4 






(2 ) (2 X 40) 
(3) (84-80) 
(5) (2 X 2) 
(6) (4 - 4) (7) 40 + 2 = 42 
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2 (5) 3 X ? = 8 
30 (4) 3 X ? = 90 
200 (1) 3 X ? = 600 
3/698 
_§_Q_Q_ (2) (3 X 200) 
98 (3) (698 - 600) 
~ (4) (3 X 30) 
8 (5) (98 - 90) 
_§_ (7) (3 X 2) 
2 (8) (8 - 6) 

















10 5 R26 
Guess and subtract method: 
34/ 74823 




- 102 3 
1 2,083 




34 X 2,000 = 72,000 
34 X 80 = 2720 
34 X 3 == 10 2 
Rl 
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Divi s ion of Signed Numbers 
Checking the quotient mult iplied by the divisor should equal 
th e dividend applies to the signs as well as the numerical values 
in di vision. 
(+) ' (+) (+) -
(-) (-) - {+) 
(- ) (+) - (-) . 
(+) (-) - (-) 
Divis ion of Fraction 
1 . Division of a fraction by a fraction 
1/2 --:- 2/3 





If the denominator were 1 , the fraction would 
be in the whole number form (4/1 = 4) • 
Multiply the numerator and denominator by the reciprocal 
of the denominator will not change the val ue of the fraction 







1 /3 ~ 1 X 3 -· 3 ( ) Note that the numerator 2 (T; isz z --~r the solution ., 
Comparing the probl em 2.....!. ~ = with _!_ x .2. - " 
2 ' 3 2 2 
one can see that the dividend multiplied by the reciprocal 
of the divisor is the quotient. 
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2. Division of a fraction by a whol e number: 
3 
4 
2 = 3 
4 
x_l_ = 3 
2 8 
3 • Di vision of a whole number by a fraction: 
• 2 
8 - -. 3 
8 3 = -X- = 
1 2 
~ = 12 
2 
Simplifying fractions (Reducing fractions): 
ac . C a = 
be . C b . 
_§_ = {3} {2} -;- 2 = ~ 
8 (4)(2)-:-2 4 
Division of Decima l s 
Cases to consider: 
1. A decimal divided by a whole number • 
• 05 2 
4/. 208 
2. A whole number divided by whole number which does not 






3 . A whole number divided by a decimal. (Change divisor to 
a whole number and proceed as in case 1.) 
204 o. 









Percentage problems involve two quantities to be compared 
and a per cent which compares them ratim.vise . One quantity is 
referred to as the base . The quantity to be compared to the base 
i s the percentage. The per cent , which states the rat~o of 
percentage .to base , is called the rate . 
Cases of percentage problems: 
1. Finding a given per cent of a nuP1ber, 
2 . Finding what per c ent one number is of another 
3 • Finding a number when a given ·f-.er cent of it is known . 
The s econd cas e wi11 be preser..ted first because it shows 
more c l early the ratio comp::irison character istic . 
percentage base :.:: rate 
percentage :: rate 
base 
Consider the case where six of the eight neighbors have 
lived there over five years. ·wh3t per cent is this? 
6 out of 8 
~ 
4/3 . 00 
2 8 
20 
6/8 ::.: rate 6/8 =:: 3/4 
Per cent (%) is the number of hundredths. 
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Case one is a form that clearly shows the standard form of 
multiplic ation with its two factors and product. 





In our case of the 7 5% of the 8 neighbors living in the 
neighborhood over five years, we may obtain the number living 
over five years by finding the product of rate and base . 
7 5% X 8 =-= ? 
. 75 X 8 = 6 . 00 
The third case with our problem would be finding the number 
of families if 75% of them that lived there over five years were 
6 families . 
percentage = base 
rat e 
- 6- = base 
75% 6 = 8 • .7 5 
Dividing quantities expressed in powers 
XS X · X • X , x • X 2 = -
~ X X "X" X 
a a - b X = X 
~ 
a . b a - b 
X - X - X . 
_ _ 8. 




_2_4_x_· __ x __ x __ x __ x_.,,._Y_.,,._Y_...._Y __ z = _
6
x3 z 
4 X X y y y 
1. Determine the s:l.gn of the quotient. 
2. Divide the numerical coefficients to get the numerical 
coefficient of the quotient . 
3 . Divide the literal parts by writing the literal factors of the 
dividend and subtracting the exponent s of like factors in 
the divi sor . 
Division of a Polynomial by a Monomial 
Divide each tem1 of the polynomial by the monomial . 
3 2 2 10.xy + 8.x y ) (-2xy) = 
2 3 2 
-6x y + .5y - 4xy 
Divis ion of a Polynonia.l by a Polynomial 
1 . A:range the terms of the dividend in descending order 
of powers . (Write the coefficients including a zero for 
each mi ssing power.) 
2. Arrange the terms of the divisor in descending order of 
:µowers. 
3 . Proceed as in long division . 
6 
- 4x + 3 + ~ 
+ 0 - Sx + 12 
2 + 4x 
'T 
- 4x2 - Sx 
- 4x - 8.x 
3x + l :?. 
3x + 6 
6 
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Operations on Equations 
The s ame operat ion must be performed to both sides of the 
equation if the equation is to remain true. (Division by zero is 
not allowed) 
Factoring Algebraic Expressions 
Factoring is finding two or more quantities whose product is 
the original expression . 
Types of Algebraic Expressions and their factors : 
2 
1. x + xy = x(x + y) 
2 2 
2 . x - y = (x + y) (x - y) 
2 2 2 
3 . x + 2xy + y = (x + y) (x + y) = (x + y) 
2 2 2 
4 . x - 2 xy + y = (x - y) (x - y) = (x - y) 
2 
5. x + (a + b)x + ab = (x + a) (x + b) 
2 
6 . acx + (be + ad)x + bd = (ax + b) (ex + d) 
Solving Quadratic Equa tions 
Solving a Pure Quadratic Equation: 
2 Fonn ax + b = 0 
1. Isol a t e the tenn containing x . 
2. If x
2 
has a coefficient other than 1 , divide both sides of 
the equation by the coefficient. 
3 . Take the square roots of both sides of the equation . 
2x2 - 8 = 0 2 2x = 8 x2 = 4 X = "<4 = 2 
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Solving a Quadr;itic Eauation by Factoring 
1 • Factor the equation 
2 • SP.t each fac tor equal to zero. 
2 
X + 5X - 84 = 0 
(x + 12) (x - 7) = 0 
X + 12 ::: Q 
X = -12 
X - 7 = Q 
X = 7 
Solving a Quadrat ic Equation by Comple ting a Square 
1. See that the coefficient of x
2 
is 1 . 
2. Transpose the constant term to the r ight side of the equation . 
3. Add some qury.ntity to both sides that w ill make the l e ft 
side a perfect square . (It will be one- half the coefficient 
of x . ) 
4. Wrlte the l eft s ide as a square a nd at the same time combine 
the t erms on the right s ide . 
5. Take the square root of both sides , using both signs 
( + and -) on the right side . 
6 . Sol ve the resulting equation for x . 
2 
2x - 12x + 10 
x 2 - 6x + 5 
x 2 - 6x + 
x 2 - 6x + 9 









= ,y4 - = 2 
- 2 + 3 = 5 
= -2 + 3 = 1 
Sol ving a Quadratic Equation by Formula 
For the quadratic in the following form : 
the formula for solution i s 
X ·-
2 ax +bx+ c = 0 
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Solving Systems of Equa tions 
By addition or subtraction: 
(1) 2x + y = 5 
(2) X + y = 1 
By substitution: 
(1) 2x + y = 5 
(2) X + y = 1 
By comparison: 
(1) 2x + y = 5 
(2) X +y = 1 
(3) X + y = 5 - X 
subtracting (2) from (1) 
x = 4 and 4 + y = 1 
y = - 3 
in (2) Y = 1 - X 
substituting 1 - x for y in (1) 
2x + 1 - X - 5 
X + 1 = 5 
X = 4 y = 1 - 4 = - 3 
making (1) in the form of (2) 
Comparing (3) and (2) x + y = 1 and x + y = S-x 
then 5 - x = 1 or x = 4 and y = 3 • 
Dependent or derived equations : 
An equation derived from another equatio n is dependent upon 
it an d has the same set of values for the variabl es . An attempt 
to solve dependent equations result.sin O = 0 . 
Exampl e : 3x + y = 9 6 + 2y - 18 = 0 
Inconsi st ent equations : 
A pair of inconsistent equations do not have a set of values 
for the variables . An attempt to sol ve inconsistent equations 
results in some impossibl e condition like O = - 3 . 
Exampl e : x + y = z x +y= 3 
so 
Independent equations: 
Independent equations have a particular pair, or pairs, of 
val ues that satisfy the equations . Obviously then , the equa-
tions in a system must be independent to secure a solution. 
Example: 2x + y - 7 = 0 3x - y = 3 
0Eerations with Sets 
A= [2 , 3, 4, 5 , 11, 15, 21 ; 
B = [1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 2si 
Intersection of sets: 
The intersection of two sets is the set of all el ements 
common to both sets . 
Symbol for the operation is n , sometimes referred to as 
"cap ." A n B = 
Union of sets: 
The union of two sets i s the set consisting of all the 
individual elements of both sets without repetition of any 
e lement. 
Symbol for operation is U , sometimes referred to as "cup." 
A U B = f1, 2 , 3 , 4 , s , 6, 8 , .u, 12 , 1s, 16 , 21, 2sJ 
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Measurement and Geometry 
The measuretnent a nd geometry are a provides a greater opportunity 
for a d iffe rent type of learner participation . Skills and concept s of this 
particular area are more suited to a labora tory type of experience . A 
learner may get involved i n activities that wi ll often apply the skills 
and concepts developed in the number/ numeration and operation areas . 
Thi s is usually enjoyed by the adult learner because he may apply 
what he has learned and readily relate them to the real world . 
This area includes common geometric figure recognition a nd mea -
s urement of their physical properties . Such properties as area , volume , 
and perimeter are included. Inc luded also in the area are systems of 
measurement like money, time , temperature, weight , capacity , and 
length . These measurement systems are presented to provide the 
learner with concepts and skills that will make regular life activitie s 
more meaningful . 
Major emphasis of this area is on measurement concepts and 
skills. The geometry portion of this area deve lops concepts and skills 
used in identifying shape followed by application to size and other 
measurement characterisitics. 
Nature of Measurement 
Properties of measurement to be develo ped are : 
1 . All measurements are comparisons. It is a compa rison 
of magnitudes 
2. No measurement i s exact. Mea surement is only ap-
proximate. In measurement we are faced with a con-
tinuing cha racteristic of a sca l e that does n't hand le as 
nicely as making count of objects. 
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3 . Objects may be compared with each other indirectly by 
comparing each with a measuring unit. Comparisons 
are made with some reference unit. Instruments are 
used to make the reference unit comparison . 
4. The desirability of standard reference units . 
There are two steps to measuring : 
1. A unit of measure is selected . 
2. The number of times the unit of mea sure is contained 
in what is measured is counted. 
Averages 
Mean: The sum of the measures divided by the n-..imber of 
measures- average (most representative from the standpoint of 
size). 
Median: The mid-score of the group (most representative 
from the standpoint of position). 
Mode: The measure that appears most frequently in the group 
(most representative from the standpoint of frequency). 
Measurement of Length 
Develop the concept of counting the number of units of mea -
sure there are in a given distance . Use units that the student is 
familiar with and then proceed to use those that he has not ex-
perienced . 
Adults should be able to acquire skill to measure to the 
nearest eighth inch and nearest millimeter. 
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Experience in measuring in various English and metric units of 
length are to include conversion comparisons within the re spective 
systems and between them. 
Conversion facts: 
12 inches = l foot 
3 feet = l yard 
Measurement of Area 
Square measure: 
5,280 feet = 1 mile 
l, 760 yards = 1 mile 
The number of square units conta i ned in s e ction of a plane 
or surface. Squares of linear measure are used . Example s 
a re s qua re inches and s qua re feet. 
Conversion facts: 
1 2 square inches = 1 square foot 
9 square feet = 1 square yard 




Begin by counting the number of square inches. (10) 
Follow this by counting the number of square inches in a 
column (2) and in .a row (5) . 
In this case., the number of rows is identified with the di mens ion 
2 inches (2) and the number in each row with the dimension 5 
i nches (5) . 
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Thi nking: We have an array of two fives . 
2 x 5 = 10 square s 
The area is 10 square inches. 
Measurement of Volume 
Cubic measure: 
The number of cubic units in a given space. 




Convers ion facts: 
1 cubic foot = 17 28 cubic inches 
1 cubic inch = 16. 387 cubic centimeters 
2 7 cubic feet = 1 cubic yard 
Develop the concept of volume (space) by appl ying it to the 
case where we fill a box with cubes . 
r 
/_j / I ,- -- / 
I ,- ~>1 ----
/ -




Begin by looking at the base or bottom of the box . Our ex-
perience with finding the area applies. r I - / 
L 7 / / 2 inches -- L __ 
2 inches 
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On each square inch of the base can be placed a cube mea -
suring 1 cubic inch . 
A cubic inch has the following dimensions : 
1 inch long ru 1inch 
1 inch wide 
inch 
1 inch high l inch 
The number of cubes (cubic inches) on the base of our box is 
4. This is the same as the number of square inches in th e area 
of the base. 
The height of the box (2 inches) provides the number (2) of 
l ayertof c;ubes . 
Thinking: An array of t wo layers of four cubes each. 
2 x 4 = 8 cubes 
The volume is 8 cubic inches. 
Time 
Most adults are able t o tell time. Be certain, however, that 
the learner can measure time in seconds , minutes , and hours . 
Problems involving work times and sports or job task timing will 
furnish the clue for what type of time mea s urement activity to 
present for the student. 
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Conversion activities that will be useful in life are best suited 
for the adult. The common convers ion fact s include: 
60 seconds = 1 minute 
60 minutes = 1 hour 
24 hours = 1 day 
12 months = 1 year 
365 days = 1 year 
Use of the 24-hour time system is helpful when adding and 
subtracting time . 
midnight 
1 :30 AM 
10:15 AM 
Noon 
1 :00 PM 
7:00 PM 
10: 45 PM 
Money 







Adults are generally able to recognize and us e coin and b ill 
denominat ions . Check their s kill in th i s unit with activ itie s 
i nvolv ing problems where purchas e , chang e required, a nd counting 
out of change are necessary . 
Usually skills involving the counting back of correct cha nge, 
without first finding the amount of change, need improvement. 
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Weight 
Common measures of weight: 
16 ounces (oz . ) = 1 pound (lb.) 
2000 pounds = 1 ton (T) 
Liquid Measure 
Common measures 






1 pint (pt) 
1 quart (qt) 
1 gallon (gal) 
16 fluid ounces = 1 pint 
Dry Measure 
The adult genera lly does not find a grea t use for these units 
of measure in h i s daily life. 









Metric System of Measurement 
The metric system of measurement is a decimal s ystem. 
Prefixes : 
deci means 1/10 
centi means 1/100 
milli means 1/1000 
micro means l/1poo,ooo 
deca means 10 
hecto means 100 
kilo means 1, 000 
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mega means l , 000 , 000 
Metric linear measurement: the meter i s the reference unit. 
















l centimeter (cm) 
1 decimeter (dm) 
1 meter (m) 
l decameter (dkm) 
1 hectometer (hkm) 
1 kilometer (km) 
1 m 
1 in. = 2 . 54 cm (approximately) 
l km = 0. 621 mile (or approximately 5/8 mile) 
Weight: 
The gram is the reference unit. 
Conversion facts: 
l kg = 
l gm = 
Temperature: 
2. 2 l b. 
0 . 03527 ounce 
Reading thermometers to determine temperature improves skills in 
measurement. By using various temperature s ca les , practice in 
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use of var~ous un~t s izes may b~ obtained . Experience with 
thermometers with various morkings on the same s cal e (1°, 2° , 
0 
and 5 ) provides group counting application and scale interpre-
tation s kill prac~ice, 
The t hermom8ter scale h a s the number line characteristic that 
i s v ery good for applying positive and negative number concepts. 
The a pplication of the s igned numbers may be made through 
change in temperature problems . 
Us ing CGntigrade and Fahrenheit temperature scales will set 
up sor:1e me.'ls·.irement conversion activities where formulas may 
be used. These formula s wi ll relate t he mathematical operations 
skills t o mea surement concepts and skills . 






Geometry deals with form and size . 
The form and size of geometric figures are d etermined by points, 
lines , a nd surfaces . 
A point i s undefined . It has no geometric size. It is repre-
sented by a dot. 
Lines : 
A liP-e has length only . 
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The symbol for line is : 
A straight line is ge nerat ed by a moving point that moves 
in the same direction . 
A curved line is a l !.ne , no part of which is straight. 
A closed curvs enclose s a de finite amount of area. 
c_) CJ 
open curve closed curve 
Intersecting line s . 
Lines that cross each other in the s ame plane are inter-
secting lines. 
Parallel lines . 
Two lines in the s ame plane that never inters ect . 
Perpendicular lines . 
Lines that intersect and form equa l adjacent angles are 
perpendicular. The two intersecting lines fonn a right angle. 
Symbol for perpendicular: _J_ 
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Line segme nt . 
A line segment is a portion of a line . It has limited length , 
The symbol for the line segment i s : 
A B 
The symbol is used with the letters identifying the end 
points . In the above case line segment AB is written: 
AB (it is read "lir,e segment AB~ 
Plane. 
Surface has the two dimensions cf length and width. 
A surface may be: 
curved 
flat (plane) 
A plane figure is one that can be drawn on a flat surface. 
A ray is a half-line . A ray is understood to have one end 
point and unlimited extension in one direction . 
Symbol : 
Symbol: L 
Definition: The amount of opening between two str'a ight 'lines 
that meet at a point . 
Two other ways of describing an angle . 
1. An angle is the amount of turning or rotation of a 
line about a point on the line from one position to 
a new position . 
B 
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2 . An angle is the amount of rotation of a ray from 
one fixed position to another fixed position. 
B 
D 
Where the two lines or rays intersect is ca lled the vertex 
of the angle. A and B above and O below are vertices. 
a nd Lz are 
adjacent ang les 
Li and L 3 are vertical angles 
Angles a re named several ways : 
By the l etter a t the vertex: 
By three letters : L sAc 
LA L B L o 
L cBD 
A small letter inside the angle: &... 
Right a ngle: sides of t he angle are perpendicular. 
~ 
Acute angle: an angle smaller than a right angle. 
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Cbtuse angle: an angle greater than a right angle but 
le ss than a s traight angle. 
< > 
Straight angle: an ang le formed by the sum of two 
right angles. The measure of a stra ight line. 
Measurement of Angles : 
0 
One complete rotation is 3 60 (degrees ) . 
The instrument used to mea sure a ngle s in degrees is ca lled 
a prot!"a ctor. 
A reflex angle measures more than 180° and less than 360° . 
Ang les are complementary if the sum of their measure 
equals 90° . 
Angles are supplementary if the sum of their measure 
equals 180°. 
Polygon. 
Definition: A plane closed figure bounded by straight line 
segments. 
Characteristic parts : 
sides: line segments tha t form the boundary of the 
polygon . 
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vertices : the points a t which the sides of a polygon 
meet . 
di agona l : line segment joining two nonadjacent 
vertices . 
Triangles. 
A polygon with three sides. 
Symbol : L'.l 
Equilatera l Triangle : three sides are equa l. All ang le s 
are equal. 6 /\ 
Isosceles Triangle: has two equa l sides. ~ 
Scalene Triangle : no two sides equal. L', 
Right Triang le : has one right angle . Side 
opposite the right angle is call the hypotenuse . 
Obtuse Triangle : has one obtuse angle.~~, 
Acute Triangle: has all acut e a ng les . 
The base of a triangle is a side . 
Example: AB 
The altitude of a triang le i s the C 
line segment from the vertex per-A ~~·· ~~· 
pendicular to the base . ,,_L_ ___ __._l~_._ ___ ...,. s 
This is CD in &cs. D 
Quadrilateta.ls. 
A polygon with four sides is a quadrilateral. 
Trapezoid: a quadrilatera l with one pair of parallel sides. 
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Rectangle : a parallelogram whose angles are right angles. 
Symbol: D 
Square: a rectangle with equal sides. 
Symbol: □ □ 
Rhombus: a parallelogram having equal length sides. 
0 
Other polygons : 
Pentagon: a polygon with five sides . 
Hexagon: a polygon with six sides . 
Heptagon: a polygon with seven sides. 
Octagon: a polygon with eight sides. 
Nonagon: a polygon with nine sides. 
Decagon: a polygon with ten sides . 
Measurement Geometry: 
Perimeter: the dis ta nee around a polygdn. 
Area: the number of square units contained in a prescribed 
surface. 
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Perimeter and a reas of polygons to be determined a re: 
Rectangle: 
Square: 
P = 21 + 2w 
A= 1 w 
P = 4s 
A= s2 
Parallelogram: P = 2b + 2w 
A=b h 
Developing the concepts about how parallelogram. 
area . is found will help the s tudent use previously 
learned skills and concepts in the mastery of others. 
It wi ll also show the relationships between geometric 
shapes and how measurement concepts may be applied. 
A4 JC 
If we draw a parallelog ram ABCD , cut off and move 
triangle ABE to the position suggested by t he arrow in 
the above figure , our new figure will look like the one 
below . 
E D F 
The parallelogram becomes a special form ca lled a 
rectangle. Note that the a rea of rectangle BCFE is 
the same a s para lle logram ABCD. 
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BE is the h e ig ht of £:::7 ABCD a nd the widt h of c=J. 
BCFE. 
EF i s the l ength of CJ BCFE and t he same 
length as AD, the base of the CJ ABCD . 
Area = length x width (recta ngle). 
This is the same a s ba se x height (pa rallelogram) . 
Then the area of a pa ra llelogram is : A = b h. 
Triangle: P= a + b+c 
A=½b h 
Another valuable dra w- and-cut learning activity will 
show how the area of a t riangle may be found. 
Begin with a drawing of a pa ralle logra m ABCD . 
;f5;:/c 
A E D 
Cut a long BD . This divides the paralle logram into 
two equal sized shapes (check the size) ca ll triangles . 
The area of a triangle then is one ha lf the area of a 
parallelogram with a ba se and height equa l to that of 
the triangle • 
The area of a pa rallelogram was found to be 
A = b h so the area of a triangle is A = bh . 
d 
Trapezoid : P=a+b+c+d 
A = ½ h(b + d) b 
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Circle: 
A circle is a plane closed curve such that every point on the 
curve is the same distance from a point within called the center. 
Symbol: 
Circumference: the length of the 
c urve. 
Diameter: a line s egment passing 
through the center with end point s on the 
circumference. AB in the figure. 
Radius : a line segment joinir.g the centl:lr and the circumference . 
OB in the figure . 
Chord: a line s egment with end points on the circumference . 
DE in the figure. 
Semicircle: half a c ircle . 
Semicircumference: half a circumference . 
Arc: a part of the circumference , 
Symbol: 
minor a rc: 







BC in the fig ure 
~ 
5AC in the figure 
constant : 3 . 14 or 22 
7 
C = -n- d 
A= n r2 
or 2 n- r 
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If we would cut a circle i nto sma ll p ie-sha ped wedges and 
arrange them a s s hown below and apply our knowledge about 
area s of t r! =i~q l e s and the rircumference of a c ircle , the formula 
for the area of c circle does become more meaning ful. 
In the figure above) we haw~ wha t appears _to be a s et of 
identica l triangle s. The triangles have a height equa l to the 
rndius of the circle from which they were cut . The total length 
of t he ba s e s of all the t riangle s is the circumference of the circle. 
The area of a triangle is : A = ½ b h 
Our ba s e is the circumference: C = 21tr 
Substituting 2 1tr for the base b we have A=½ (2 -rr r) h . 
The height is the radius; s o substit uting r for h we have 
A = ½ (2,rr) r 
A = ½ (21T'r) r = n r2 
Polyhedron: 
A polyhedron is a ge ometric s o lid bounded by planes . 
The plane surfaces of a polyhedron are called faces. 
Any two faces int e rsect in a line segment called an edge . 
The intersection of three or more edges is ca lled a vertex. 
Prism: 
A prism is a special kind of polyhe dron . 
7C 
Two cf ·J,e faces , called bases) are congruent a nd para llel 
polygons, 
The otb:.:- faces , called late;al f"3ces, are parallelograms 
formed by jo!.rin,;i the cc:Tesponding vertices of the bases with 
line s egrne~ts o 
A right prism h,:i s the edges of its lateral surfaces per-
pendicular tc the bases. 
An obLque pr:srn does no' h "' ve + ~e edg ~s of its late.:-al 
s urface& perpendicular to the b~ ses, 
Surfa ce A::t.a of Prisms : 
The area of the late_·al surfaces i s found by computing 
the area of each lateraL s urface aP..d fir.ding the s um of the 
late!'a! area s. 
If it i s a right pr:.s11\ the area of the lateral surfaces 
may be obt:i!ned by multiplying the height of the prism by 
the per~meter of the base . 
Total surface a rea of a prism is found by adding twice 
the dfea of the base rn the l.'stef31 surface area o 
Cube: 
lateral arec : A = 4e
2 
2 
total area: A = 6e 
Volume, of a Prism: 
Volt.me equals t he arna of t he ba s e times t he height. 









Volume: V = Bh 
V = 1T r 2h 
Latera l Surface Area: LA= 2 -n-rh or 1f dh 
Pyramids 
A pyramid is a polyhedron whose base is a polygon and whose 
sides, called l ateral facesJ are triang le s having one vertex in 
common at a point opposite the base . The apex is the vertex 
in common for t he lateral faces. 
Regular pyramid : The base is a regular polygon and the a pex 
is d irectly opposite the center of the base . All the latera l 
faces are isosceles triangles. The altitude of one of the 
isoscele s triangles is ca lled the slant height of the pyramid. 
The altitude of a pyramid is the line segment from t he apex 






LA = ½ ps p = perimeter of base 
s = slant height 
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Cone 
A cone is a s olid bounded by a plane forming the ba s e a nd by a 
lat eral curved s urface that comes to a point ca lled t he apex. 
A c ircular cone is oni=: that ha s a circle for a ba s e . 
A right circular cone has ::i circular base and the altitude con-
nects the center of the circular base with the apex . 
1 2 
Volume: V = 3 '11 r h 
Lateral area : LA - ½ ps 
Since the perimeter i s a circle: C = i.. 1 r 
the LA = ½ (2) 1trs 
IA = 1t rs 
or 'Ti d 
A sphere i s a s olid bour.ded by a curved surface s uch tha t 
every point on the surface i s the s ame distance from a point 
within called the center. 
A s phere may be tho:.ight of a s generated by t he rotation of a 
circle around one of it s diamet e rs a s an axis . 
Gre at ci rclEi: The largest circle that can be cut by a pla ne 
inters ecting a s phere. The plane would go t hrough the c enter 
of the s phere . 
Surfa c e area of a s phere: A = 4 -ir r 
Volume of a sphere: V= 
4 3 





Congruent figure s are those that have exactly the same size a nd 
shape. 
Line Segments: 
Congruent line segments would be thos e pa rts of lines 
that have the s ame length. 
Angles: 
Angles that are congruent would be those ::1ngles that have 
the same measure. 
Polygons : 
Polygons a re made up of line segments and angle s . Any two. 
polygons that have line and angle s the same measure a re con-
gruent . 





Similar Figures : 
LD 
C°"'..,J 
Similar figu re s have all corresponding angles equal and a ll 




The symbol for II is similar to" is: c---> 
In the two triangles on the preceding page the following con-
ditions exist. 
LA~ LD 
LB -:= LE. 
Le= LF 
LA -corres ponds with Lb 
LB II 








Those conditions make the two triangles similar. 
Ll ABC ~ ..a DEF 
Indirect Measurement: 
Pythagorean relationship: 
In every right triangle the square of the hypot enuse is 






With the pythagorean relationship and the use of proportions 
as applied with similar figures> many indirect mea surements may 
be performed . 
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/ t . A } 5 Ft. Ftt,vcc- P.ir-
! 
::J.fT, s HIHH:)"'1.,> 
If t he shadow measurements are taken at the same time , 
the sun rays form similar figures. 







5 / l,. 
== x ~ = 60 feet , _.e"' 
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Applications 
Applications i s the las t area of our model classification system. 
Social utility i s important to adult s. The purpose then is to develop 
this area so it relates the mathematics ski lls mastered in t h e other areas 
to the real world. 
It should be realized that an adult learner does want to apply his 
skills in as realistic a way a£ possible. Ever/ effort should be made to 
collect materials and prepare or obtain units that. r,rovide the student with 
options in applying each and every mastered sk 11 '-lnJ c,oncept . The 
options, if possible, ~hould be in the subjects of interest to tt,P student 
at that particular time . Their practical skill applicar:ion will both reinforce 
the skills and motivate the student's desire to continue to higher level 
skills. 
Live application problems usually require a combination of mathematics 
skills to sol ve them . Activities tha t require combinations of skills belong 
in their application area. Some examples of these activities are prepari.ng 
and using such things as scal e drawings , graphs and tables, Any appro-
priate word problems are always made useful parts of the area. 
Consur'.1er topics like t axes , installme nt buying , banking , borrowing , 
income, and budgeting are examples of mathematics application. Collec-
tions of this type could be an endless undertaking and probably should be 
in order to upgrade your resources and meet the changing requirements of 
the students . 
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Reading is always important. Provide some assisi:ance to the adult 
student so he may becor1e a better re:lder cf mathematics material> and 
especially word problerris will provide for greater success in his appli-
cat ion skills. 
When reading in mathematics,be awarP of the i:;urpose of reading . 
A first reading to obta in an over-all J.;icture in broad outline i s then 
followed by a rnore careful reiiding for det3ils . A number of subsequent 
readings may be required: 
Student cannot solve the problem so he re-rPads in search for 
vh:31: was r:issed. (What material bears upon the J;roblem a t hand?) 
Scanning to locate th~ passage wanted and inter1s~ve critical reading 
of the passage. 
Search for specific facts. Si::an to locate passage and again 
follow by careful reading of located passage. 
Read for review . The purpose i s to r e late the content ~o other 
material , pla ce it in larger perspective , making it a part of a l a rger 
whole. 
Reading in mathematics usually requires careful a ttention to every 
detail . 
1. It requires : reflective questioning , critical frame of mind. 
2. Being critical toward what is read. 
3. Being critical toward one's own comprehension of what he reads . 
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Not understood s +;:;item er.ts shoul d be 1:1ark9d or noted . Specific points 
needing further cl.3.rificatfon mu5t b8 idm,tiHed, C'r,::i.racteristics of mathe-
1. Concisene2:.-; (orlss~c;~_ c f a word , s71~bol , rt:rictu:1.tion r.iark may 
cl:cnge the er.t.'..r.e m e::.u"' L g). 
Exal"lples : 
(1) ThiriJ~ of the differer-ac e :l.n rr.r,i::ining of the following stat e-
m~r.t if a sir.gl e l et:81 "f" ~E or<tte d : Sole , 25%cff list 
price . 
(2) Consider the two qJestion.s : fifteen is 25% of what? and 
Wtat is 25% cf 15? 
2. Techrical ma:terr atical terms mubt convey the precise meanings 
if t..h.2y are to evoke the desired concert in the nind of t.'l.e reader . 
( The correct meanir:g s of the technical m3thematical terms are re-
quired for adequate reading . ) 
The r.rnl tiple m e;:3.ning s ot some technical ten11 s requite context 
association for this ~reci se rnecnirig. (Exar.:ple : "!"emainder" used 
in conn~ction with subt:-action and division .) 
3 . Signs are used . 
4. Concepts are develope d and have 1. sequence . 
5 . Reading of formulas , tables , and graphs . 
6 . Requires ability to translat e a. verbal statement to a formula and 
vic.e versa . 
Improvement o f problem solving ability is a constant requirement for 
the adult learner . No one method should be considered necessary to 
obtain an acceptabl e solution in mathematics . This suggests a vari ety of 
methods are to be used . It , however , does not infer tha t there are a great 
many methods to be reviewed arad mast ered , It i s suggested that the 
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student be exposed to a variety of methods over a period of time and that 
h e be encouraged to try them . The student should also be encouraged to 
modify his probl em solving procedure as he masters more mathematics 
concepts and operation skills. Some methods of probl em sol ving that 
will be h el pful to an adult learner are provided next. 
Improving Problem Solving Ability 
The Analysis Method: 
1. Read to det erm ine what i s g iven . 
2. Read to determine what i s required . 
3 . Determine from the relation ships between the quantities , 
given and re4uired , wha t opera tions are necessary . 
4 . Es timate the answer. 
5. Solve hy performing the operations in 3. 
6 . Check the an swer. 
Illustration of the analysis method: 
Probl em: 
Mr. James trades cars this year . The new c a r cost $125 0 
plu s the old car. He averaged 16 mile s per gallon of gasoline with 
his old car and 20 miles per gallon with the new one . Find how much 
Mr. James saved on gasoline the fir st year he drove the new car if 
he drives about 15,000 miles per year and gasoline costs a n averag e 
of 32 cents per gallon . 
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Solution: 
1 . Given: Gasoline mileage with each car. Difference between 
cost of cars. Miles traveled per year. Cost of gasoline 
per gallon. 
2 . Required: Savings in cost of gasoline for the first year. 
3 . Operations required: We must subtract the annual cost of 
gasoline for the new car from the annual cost for the old 
one . The total miles per year divided by the miles per 
gallon detennines the gallons of gasoline used . The number 
of gallons multiplied by the cost per gallon gives the total 
cost. 
4 . Estimat e the answer: The old car required about 1,000 
gallons and the new one about 750 gallons. At approxi-
mately 30 cents per gallon the saving was about 
) 
250 X .30 = $75 . 00. 
5 . Solution: 
15000 ~ 938 gallons used by old car 
16 
9 38 x • 32 =-= $300 .16 cost of gasoline for old car 
15000 :=. 750 gallons used by new car 
20 
750 x . 32 = $240 . 00 cost of gasoline for new car 
$300 .16 - $240 . 00 :..:: $60 .1 6 saving on gasoline bill 
6 . Check : Compare the result with the estimate, $60 .16 with 
$75.00. This is not too convincing, but it is not out of 
reason in view of the approximate nature of the estimat e . 
The problem may be checked by reviewing the computation. 
The most satisfactory check consists of using a different 
approach in solving the problem. The old car required 
1/ 16 gallon per mile and the new one 1/20 gallon per mile . 
Then the new car saved 1/ 16 - 1/20 gallon per mile. 
The total gallons saved i s 15,000 x (1/16 - 1/20) . The 
total dollars saved is . 32 x 1.5000 x (1/16 - J/20) = $60 . 
~ 
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Method of analogies: 
Relate the problem to a simpler analogous one. This may consist 
of a substitution of simpler number. Substitution from an unfamilia r 
to a familiar setting • 
Method of dependencies: 
Reasoning from the required to known facts_, using the Mr. James 
gasoline problem: 
The amou~t saved on gasoline depends on the annual cost of 
gasoline for each car . 
The cost for each car depends upon the number of g "'lllons of 
gasoline used and the cost per gallon . 
The number of gallons used depends upon the distance driven 
and the rate of gasoline consumption. 
The distance driven and the rate of consumption are given for 
each car . 
Retrace the steps of reasoning in reverse order, leading to the 
solution . 
Graphic Method: 
Use a diagram or graphic picture of the situation presented in 
the problem as an aid in discovering the relationships that exist 
between the quantities. 
Probl em-solving behavior considered good procedures. (Leslie Al fred 
Dwight) 
1 . Evaluated solutions by: 
a. Checking answers with the conditions of the problems 
b. Checking answers as to reasonableness 
c. Checking processes chosen 
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d. Checking computation 
e. Re-reading problems after obtaining a solution 
2. Used label for each part . 
3 . Used word cues in relation to the setting of the problem . 
4 . Interpreted punctuation correctly. 
5. Made statements about the problem precise and complete. 
6. Gave critical thought to the "required" before computing . 
7. After obtaining an impression of the problem as a whole, re-read 
the problem to note details and to check interpretation. 
8. Stated "given" and "required:' 
9. Plum,ed the solutions ctnd outlined the processes tu be used. 
10. Determined the relationships of the data in the problem. 
11. Used drawings and figures when possible . 
12. Noted and di scarded irrelevant data . 
13. Obtained comprehension of problem before performing computation. 
Algebra ic Solution of Problems 
The solution of probl ems involved two tasks . 
1. Making the equation(s) from the given information . 
2 . Solution of the equation (s) made. 
Russell V. Person's Five Golden Rules for solving problems: 
1. Let some letter, such as x, represent one of the unknowns. 
(This is usually though not necessarily the smallest .) 
) ) 
2. Then, try to express the other unknowns by using the same 
l etter. 
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3 . -write i : rue eq 1at~on from the information given in the 
pr. ', i ere. . Make yo•.:r pquation s ay in symbols exactly 
what the problem says in words . 
4 . Sol v 3 tr.e equation . 
5 . Check your answer to see whether it s atisfies the con-
ditions given in the problem . (Do not check in the equation 
that you made. Apply them directly to statements and 
conditions .ln t!'le problem.) 
General Procedure for the Solution of Problems 
1 • Rea d the problem carefully once or twice . 
2 . Be certa in that you underst:rnd the language and the 
meaning of the problem . 
3 . Determine the information which is gi,.1en , r1.11d wnat i s to 
be found in the problem . 
4 . Det ermine which unknown number is to be represent ed by 
a letter. 
5 . Represent as many other numbers as is possible in terms of 
this l e tter . 
6 . Think of any formula that might be of assistance .i...r1 the 
problem . 
7 . Search for a relationship stated in the problem which wi~~ 
help write the equation . 
8 . Solve the equation carefully . 
9. Det ermine the answer to the question . Be c ertain to g ive 
the answer in terms of the proper unit. 
10. Check by t esting the answer in the origi na l question . 
Scal e Drawinqs 
Preparing scale drawings and using them for sources of infor -
mation to solve problems is a learning activity that involves t hree 
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essentials to rr.ake adequat e interr,retations . These essentials 
are: 
I. An orient:it!on as to direction . 
2 . An awareness of shape a nd its preservation. 
3. h k nowledge the ratio used. 
Graphs 
Graph s a re found in many put Hc ations . Newspapers frequently 
use them . Adult st udents are able to apply various mathematics skills 
and concept s when t t,ey ~reI:are to make and obtain dat::i Lorn graphs 
to solve problems . In lif~
1
the a dult student wi.J! more of"':~n be getting 
information from a graph than he will be preparing one . Substitution 
of units is an experienc e involve d ln the reading and construction of 
graphs. You will not e that two relat e d s et s o f things a re pictured in 
a graph. 
Types of graphs incl ude: 
Bar graph: The lin ear unit used represents either a count or 
some unit of measure. It shows comparisons . 
Pictograph: Each picture represents a specified number of 
pictured objects . This type of graph is used to show 
comparisons . 
Continuous line graph: The linear unit u s ed represents a g iven 
number of units above a ba se line. This graph is used to show 
trends and rate of change of a changing quantity . 




A t able gives essentially the sane inforr.iation as a graph . In 
the t able) the pairs to be pictured are written ln some systematic 
manner. Quite oft en they are written in two columns . 
The adult learner that would prep3re a graph would undoubt edly 
prepare a table of dat a first . 
A s tudent solving problems would use a table very much in the 
s ame way he would a graph . 
Graphing Equations 
Graphing equations cy us.ng a rect angula1 coordinate · stem i s 
a means to di spl ay equat ionsgraphically . It will also provide a mean s 
to sol ve equat ion systems for tho s e student s that have progressed to 
that mathematics level . 
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Selection of Objectives 
Selecting objectives for the mathematics program content that you 
have selected is an important task . 
To make use of the work done by others, it is suggested that the 
following procedure, or one designed for your needs, be used to obtain 
an initial set of objectives tha t fit your mathematics program. 
1. Establish crit eria for the preferred form of objective statement s . 
2. Prepare a scale to rate objective statements. 
3 . Prepare a reviewer's report form. 
4. Review mathematlcs resources like textbooks, curriculum guides, 
L ::; tru.::tional guides, program guides, and program packages and 
packets. Rate their content objective statements. (Review o nly 
the parts that are i ncluded in the scope of your program.) 
5. Analyze your findings. 
6 . Select the objective statements from the resources that rated best . 
The following :ist of sources is made as suggestions for review. It 
would seem desirable tha t a varie ty of objective statement forms be 
reviewed to insure that each of the various requirements will be met in 
• 
the best possible way. 
1 . General Mathematics grades 10-12 
Mathematics grades 7-9 
Mathematics grades 4-6 
Mathematics grades K-3 
The Instructional Objectives Exchange 
P.O . Box 24095 
Los Angeles, California 90024 
2. Mathematic s Skills Continuum 
Res ear ch for Better Schools, Inc . 
Suite 1700 
1700 Market Street 
Philadelphia, PA 1910 3 
3. Flanagan, Mayer, Shannen 
Behavioral Objectives : A Guide to Individualizing Learning 
(A 4-voiume set: Mathematics, Language Arts, Social Studies , 
and Science) 
Westinghouse Learning Press 
Divisio n of Westinghouse Learning Corp. 
Palo Alto , California 
Ordering o f Objectives 
It s eems that a log ical o rder of mathematical task s could be deter-
mined by considering prerequisite behaviors . Effort to accomplish this 
should b e provide d but within limits . An inflexibl e order is not consistent 
with indi viduaJ iza tion . 
Objectives are ord~red to do several things. These things are : 
1. Insure that the learning tasks may be matche d to the l earner ' s 
entry behavior . 
2. To provide change and varie ty among the mathematics topics. 
3. To match the l evel of ta sk complexity which the learner can 
tolerate . 
Objective order is affected by mathematics topic ordering . Two 
important considerations in topic order are: 
1. What importa nt topics can be efficiently taught with the learner's 
entry behavior. 
2. Which of the behaviors is most profitable to future learning. 
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The orderi ng of curric ulum has important qualities in genera l, but 
in reality they are less critical than it seems. If you are indi vi dualiz ing 
,I 
any error in order will be recognized and adjustments will be made to 
correct t he problem. 
After ordering the selecteJ c'.::J =C ,.ve statemen:2 it would be appro-, 
priate to take the r.t:;xr ste:;.;. The '"e~ s:c~ _s tc s t ate ou- collection of 
objectives rn rer:oroance t.~rrr.6. The ex;;ict r.a::'c!re of this statement will 
unfold after you cons:'.d0~ the reql!~~·ements of ym .. r rr.-:1thematics program . 
T1.. c: ._ L::1 th:; per.:onn,:u,c e c:-;ject~v2 the fol!.owing L used . 
1 . General ,)b~ectives er i:>.:..,:--.cer.,ts consider the sutJ ect matter area 
and the st'..ldent gc.:,l . 
2 . Spec::1c oljec t_; ,.'8=- C("t:~1dr~r tb.e s>:~ _2 tfiat the learner can per-
forn m rel'3tion to the c.:mcept er ge~9rc_ obJectlve . 
3. Behavior..:::1 0bjec:i·:2s _n~ st::itementb of the kinds of behavior 
accepted 'i .'":. ?.V. citmC"-2 :h,1r -!-hr "ea:-ne: has achieved the object ive , 
the cor1d.tCicn:. urdH -,✓r .. ch ;:}-,2 ceh•:1V:o.::- w:11 occur I and the 
cri,.eria. for ::cc e,:;i:abl•.~ J e:-icrman,: e . 
The third level ot>J 9ct:·v·e, ,i.t;ove, ,::'.an be recognized as being perfor-
mance or ientea . Its s rnphcsi~ i.;; on ~vhat tJ-,e studer.t doe.3 , how he per-
forms . It is this t-'"~rfcm•,r:ce tyre ~t.a1·.em1:nt o: c,bj e8tive that is 
recommended for use in yov ;:1a the171 c,lics pogr21rn . 
There are two tT;1es 0.: per~0rr:1t:1nr<) ct;ccdvE,:, to be developed for 
the program . They are : 
1 . Terminal O~ctiV8'·, - :·2::mi::-.al obJec:i·✓es cne described as 
major growth ~c;ir.t.; .. n +-he orcer oi ctjectives . These objectives 
would l:e se:ectec ,y· c.evelO;'':'?d first. H r.'1e them Lecome a part 
of your ;:i,~\·1;;!.Dpi11q i n·.:!.1.' iot:~·~:.2..ed 11:athem3.tics program as you 
complete th em • 
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2 . Transit~on3,. Obj8ct~\·e~. - Tron::i~tior.ol ob,ectives are described 
as these cr:j ~ctive ~ :ha: :ead the learner 1.o master/ of the terminal 
objectlve. It is a s:.ib-objective tJpe of '.earner 1: erformance 
requirement. The num!::Jer cf transiL.Jna ... obiect! ves yol..i select 
or deve: op w:!.:l dei- er;.d upor requ:i.remer,ts t-0 m8et the learning 
cha racteris:.:cs of ":he st1aents . 
In conc~ ... dir.g this s:?ction, H should t~ r.c?r.t~oned tnat those ready 
to improve or tc.ke any next steps ire i:,E:do:--rr: ~nee :::bjec:ive development 
may consider th8 types of beh:3vior des .'red ~r the ;erformance objective. 
What is refer·ed 1:0 ~re thP three major ty;:,es o: e aucatior.al obJectives 
found in: 
:'.. ps:lchom...,tor aomair. 
2. affective dornair. 
3 . cognitive d01r.c.in 
Descri~ ing che t:n· e,:; o: behcv:or inc:': ... dea in thase three domains or 
categories wE] r:-i:ike yo• r ~erfo!"m-:u~ce objec:ives r1ore learr~er oriented. 
Consideration cf ltarne: 1 erbnri rnce c.r,d need.::, o: course , ls a goal 
in in 11 v:l.dua1:2,:r:ior, • 
To assist in nppli.cat::.or. 01 the psychorrotor , affective , and cognitive 
objectives, yot. o.re referr8d t0 the k•Howi!i.g resources : 
1. Simpson 
The Classif:c~tior. of Educational Objec:ives , Psy,;homotor 
Dor.:air. . 
Project Report 
Univers.:t·:,, ...,: lllir.o~:.. 
2. K.r.:ithwahl et al. 
) 
Taxonor.,-,1 of Educatior,al OtjectivPs; Handbco~ II.Affective 
pom~ir. 
Nf?w Yor,<: McK:::,.y 
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3 . Bloom., et al . 
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives ; Handbook I Cognitive 
J 
Domain. 
New York: McKay 
4. Johnson and Johnson 
Developing Individualized Instructional Material 
PaloAlto, California: 
Westinghouse Learning Press 
PERFORMING DIAGNOSIS AND EVALUATION 
Us ing the definition of individualization as adapting the educationa l 
environment to individual differences , we will want to be able to secure 
information about the individual student. 
Securing information about a learner involves diagnosis and evaluation . 
Evaluation of student capacities , interests, and stage of development 
is one of our goals. 
Diagnosis is determining the next "thing" to be learned by a student. 
To accomplish this it is desirable to ha ve a comprehensive system to 
determine s kill objective mast e ry. It is comprehens ive in the sense that 
tests are provided for all lessons and tests are provided to determine what 
!es sons the student should encounter. 
A recommended s ystem for diagnosis and evaluatio n shall include; 
entrance diagnos is, pre- unit diagnos is, s kill evaluation and pre-skill 
diagnosis , post-unit eva luation, a nd exit evaluation. 
Entrance Diagnosis 
Entrance diagnosis will include those activities used to determine 
student level of placement in the various areas of the mathematics program. 
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The typ•J of lf:St used should make a very gross mea sureme nt of the termina l 
objectives, by level in each area. The test need only answer the question: 
What is thEj highest lf,v,11 of ma stery that the student has obtained in each 
a rea? 
Detai ls <'=bou~ the specific skills needed to secure mastery of the 
first nonmd s tered unit are considered in the next step of student diagnosis . 
It is recommende::l that the entrance test be constructed by using 
selected items, Jike tlwse found on t h e pre-unit tes t s . The items selected 
would measure only terminal obJectivf; S for the particular level of learning. 
Since this is th8 first v :ist th,~t the student encount e rs it is wise to 
makl:i ii cs adeq1Btc ly br1':'!f as µossiblf- . 
_t'.Z:!::.::...~nit Diag nosis 
ThE i prf:·-uri it -iia(Jr.osi s rnvolvcs dP.t 8rmining student achieve ment 
A pre-unit 't.f:!St samples al l the skills in a unit. lt s amples in the 
s ense that it mP.csures -':I ski!l tPrmin,~l objective and key transitional 
obj ccti V"1S . Ther. v1h1:,n ,1 studont shows r·,onma s tr,ry of a skill on the 
pre-unit test , the 1tems m~"FiS1..irir,r1 tr,1nsi i iondi objectives provide infor-
mation about thE:: specific p,nts 0f 1ht: ski l l :hc1~. ,, student has mastered 
and what parts will requin: Jry 1mrnq ,:,c◄. iv1~ i (•s prPscribed . 
Th~) pre-unit test answers tht• questwn. \Vhich skill s in the unit 
has th~ studcr.t m<"sternd? 
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Th, : -- c .-1.n,.1stered skills obviously will be the ones prescribed for 
Stt.:·1• •::ts dt f= dynamic systems . They are dynamic in that they change 
ar:i ·' " · sub3Pc1 10 varying degrees of change. Sometimes the changes 
cm s uddi,n dr,d ut other times gradual. 
S1pc .... ~ s:udents change then diagnosis should revea l this change. 
/ 
B,•c,,us t, of this it :s r~commended that a pre-unit test be given just before 
thE:· stu'J E:nt 1s ready tc begin work ir. thJt unit. This ins ures the student ' s 
c•Jrrent skill requiremP.nts . 
Th"' stt.:dent cha~q s ch.-, r,.~ cH•11st1c •"'isc, a pplies tc, skill diagnosis and 
wi:} b8 cnr:siciered ii• thE: srn;qf~S,1ons for skHl evaluation and pre-skill 
Sk d : nv-'i lt1c1L on 1s usc~d ·r, i,11• ,rm1nf1 1f or when ., student has mas tered 
/1 sk: :: t <;;· s~ mr-,t3 sures th~· termin,,l bL~hdvt0r c a lled for in the skill 
beha vicr tt e ms miss ,od or. !he skill test will prcvi d, cuidarcf' 1r determining 
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A skill test is administered when it is believed that the student has 
attained mastery of the skill objective. Because of its evaluative and 
diagnostic function) a skill test should be prescribed without hesitation 
each time it is believed the student shows mastery of skill terminal behavior. 
Conside ra tion of the changes that occur in the student during the skill 
learning procedure oft en affects his abilit y to apply newl y formed skills to 
new situa tions . This cha racteristic of le arning is particularly applicabl e 
to mathematics . 
Because of the above characteristic the skill test should have a 
section that provides for such eva luation. It is particularly important to 
evaluate what effect student learning may have had on the performance of 
the ne xt ski 11, particularly if it was not mastered on the pre- unit test. 
A second pa rt of a skill test i s a brief test to measure the terminal 
behavior for that next skill in the mathematics continuum . This eva luation 
procedure will allow a student to demonstrate any "carry-over" applic a -
tion of devel o pmental skills . 
Student current ski.11 mastery combined with previo u s knowledge often 
results in the mastery of closely related skills. Efficiency in prescribing 
for student needs demands a knowledge of this student "carry- over" 
l earning when it does occur. 
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If the student shows mastery on the s econd part of the skill test (short 
pre-test of the next skill), the usual procedure would be the administration 
of a ski.11 test for the next skill objective to verify his mastery of that ob-
jective. It is recommended that two skill tests be constructed for each 
skill objective. 
Post-Unit Evaluation 
Post-unit eva luation provides a check of mastery for a unit of mathe-
matic skills . 
A post-unit test is administered following the mastery of the last skill 
in a mathematics unit. This test is another form of the pre-unit test. 
Because of this characteristic the pre~and post-unit tests may be interchanged. 
Exit Evaluation 
Exit evaluation may serve two important functions . 
1 . lt may function as a verification of student long range 
behavioral growth in mathematics . 
2. It may be used to provide information to be used in modifying 
the mathematics program. 
In summary , please note that mastery in evaluation is a reasonable 
criterion. Each item in a test has inherent worth. There is a hierarchy 
of skills in a skills area. What has been suggested in this section on 
diagnosis and eva luation is that crit erion referenced (refers to content) 
tests are absolutely adequate in eva luating skill development and diagnosing 
the needs of students . 
PROVIDING FOR INSTRUCTION AND LEARNING 
Throughout the syllabus a model system has been formul ating or at 
l east there is one that may be composed at this point . This system in-
vol ves the student activity flow that will use the materia l s collect ed a nd 
the diagnostic procedure recommended . The student activity flow model 
may be seen on the following page. 
We now want to use th e information that we have about the individua l 
student so appropriate educational e nvjronments may be prescribed . 
An appropriate educat ional environment is one that provides a s tudent 
experiences with material s used under conditions or settings that result in 
efficient mast ery of the skill objective . 
Before di scussing settings , experiences , and material s , it would be 
well to recommend that everything you do for the adult student be a part 
of the de velopmenta l l earninq process for h im . ln a n indi vidua lized pro-
gram there i sn't s ucr1 a thing as a remedial process . If a s tudent didn 't 
l earn something, it wasn't develope d properly . 
It is further necessary th-:1t the ins tructor of adult student s does all 
he can to: 
1 . free communica tion about what the student wants to talk abo ut , 
know about, and do something about . 




FOR THE IPI SYSTEM 
STUDENT ACTIVITY FLOW MODEL 
PLACEMENT TESTING 
PLACED IN INDIVIDUAL UNITS 
--: UN IT MASTERY DEMONSTRATED ,. 
PRETESTED IN UNIT 
UNIT NONMASTERY DEMONSTRATED 
__, - PRETESTED IN NEXT NONMASTERED UNIT 
FIRST NONMASTERED 
UNIT SKILL ASSIGNED 
--;; SKILL PRESCRIPTION DEVELOPED 
~ 
OBTAINS MATERIALS & BEGINS WORK, ~ NEEDS ,.., ASSISTANCE 
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNI QUES 
CONTINUES COMPLETES PRESCRIPTION (INDIVIDUAL TUTOR ING, 
rl WORK I N GROUP INSTRUCTION, SKI LL PEER GROUP DISCUSS I ON, 
SUPPLEMENTAL MATER IALS, 
I' - NEW MATERIALS , 
' RETURNS ,, DIFFERENT METHODS , ETC. ... TO WORK T .I• 
' .I 
- MORE PRACT ICE NEEDED CHECKED FOR SKILL MASTERY ... NONMASTERY IN NONMASTERED UNIT 
I DEMONSTRATED SKILLS 
' .. 
~ 




- NEXT NONMASTERED UNIT MASTERY UNIT NONMASTERY SKILL ASSIGNED DEMONSTRATED DEMONSTRATED 
l 
--- PRESCRIPTION DEVELOPED ~ CURRENT EDUCAT IONAL FOR NEXT UNIT GOAL REACHED 
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3. know about the student's world. 
4 . establish mutual respect with the student 
5 . establish common obligations with the student as a basis for 
cooperation. 
To meet the needs of the changing characteristics of a student a nd 
the differences between students requires individualization of instruction 
and learning. These conditions require that there be alternative paths 
to the same objective if we are individualizing . 
Settings 
Settings or conditions are considered those arrangements of facilities , 
people and equipment to best present a learning experience. 
Although independent learning activity is a predominant part of the 
individualized mathematics program and a student goal for continual 
learning, we do have a variety of settings in which the independent activity 
may be perfonned. 
The following are a few examples of settings for independent activity~ 
List ening to a number fact tape using a tape record player . 
Viewing a single concept film loop about bisecting line segments . 
Researching sources at the library or the classroom reference collection 
to find types of number systems . 
Using an abacus or other manipulative device to experience counting 
and its operation in a place value number system. 
Taking a pre-unit t e st on E level measurement . 
A student working word problems from a textbook . 
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There are settings where interaction with other persons is involved . 
Examples of these types of settings ar e given below. 
I. An instructor tutors a student about an addition algorithm. 
2 . A student helps another student construct perpendicular lines. 
3 . An instructor is demonstrating addition of fractions with unlike 
denominators to a group of four students. 
The settings options are numerous and many settings will be used as 
the instructor and students become involved under the direction and 
motivation of the instructor. There are many routes to learning and 
select ion of the one that works best for u s each day must be made . 
Experiences 
Experiences are those activities that promote learning of skills and 
concepts involved in the mastery of an educational objective. Experienc es 
are the interaction of mat erials in a setting. These experiences should be 
selected to meet particular requirements of a student . The sel ection 
options for experiences involve modes of representation and modes of 
presentation . 
Mode s of represent ation are: 
1 . Enactive: these are a concrete , doing , and manipula tive type of 
representation . 
2 . Iconic : these are a graphic or pictorial type of representation . 
3 . Symbolic: this type of representation uses symbols like numeral s 
and equations . 
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Modes of presenta tion are : 
1 . Inductive: this is a prese ntation that develops the concepts and 
skills involve d with the parts and t hen builds the whole or unites 
the parts. 
2 . Deductive: t his type of presenta tion is the reverse of inductive. 
The result or sk ill is show n and the method deduced i s brought 
out later . 
3. Exemplar: this is a pre sentation t hat de velops a concept or skill 
through compar ison or presenting examples. 
Procedures or experienc e s should provide for discovery through free 
and goal directed explorations . This will develop a n independence de-
sired for the adult student ' s continued educational activity . 
Materials 
We h ave by now established the need for a variety of material s to 
use in the many settings and experiences to be called upon to meet a 
particular student's need to acquire a skill objective. There has been 
a system for collection and use recommended. 
Presented here is a check list of suggestions for selecting materials 
for adult basic mathematics . 
1. Materials have an adult appearance . 
2. Covers or identifying markings are appropriate (avoid special 
l abeling other than the content and that is in mature manner) • 
3. Contents reflect adult tastes . 
4. Presents problems of social skills . 
5. Presents special information suitable for specific trades or jobs. 
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6. Entrance tes t (s) a re included in the materials. 
7. Entrance test(s ) a r e easily a dminist ered. 
8. Entrance t est (s ) quickly place the student into the material s 
at the appropriat e level of d iffic ulty. 
9. Materials ar e self-instructional or programrr,ed. 
10. Materials include practice and a pplication experiences. 
11 . Practice exper ience s a re short . 
12. There is a sequenti3lly organized sk ill building. 
13. Vocabulary is appropr ia te for the student. 
14. Includes an instruction manual. 
15. Manual includes learning experience pl a ns. 
16 . Manua l includes instructional method suggestions. 
17. Manual de scribes organization of the material. 
18. A means o f self-evaluation is provided . 
19 . Self- evalua t io n i s frequent. 
20 . Group activities included will support the effort of the individual 
student. 
21. Material s have been field tested. 
22 . Population upon which the material was tested is described. 
23. Revisions of the material have be en made based upon the 
findings of field t est i ng . 
2 4. Illustrations are t a ste ful and accura te. 
25. Illustrations a ugment the instruction-learning . 
2 6 . Materia ls are durable for the type of application intended . 
2 7. Materials are relatively inexpensive. 
28. Style of type is ple asing. 
29 . Layout de sign is plea sing. 
